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QUESTION 1

A report with relevance to Contacts has to be built to show the entire business life cycle associated to the Contact. The
developer decides to design the report by combining reports using SQL. He has taken care of having multiple logical
statements based on common ID/Keys, yet he finds some issues due to Joins in reports. 

Identify the technique that could resolve the Join issue. 

A. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join, Outer Join and Doss Join. 

B. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join and Outer Join. 

C. This technique does not allow you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join and Outer Join. 

D. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Equi Joins. 

E. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Equi Join and Cross Join. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true regarding role inheritance? 

A. Job and abstract roles are inherited by duty roles. 

B. Abstract roles are inherited by Job roles 

C. Roles are not inherited; they are assigned at their lowest level. 

D. Duty roles are inherited by job roles. 

Correct Answer: A 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e16689/F323387AN1B348.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client is tuning four performance measures with the same output expression \\'SUM (Credit.Credit Amount)\\' and
no scorecard. The following transactions were processed through the performance measure. 
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On examining closely, you found that though performance measure has the same output expression, the output (refer
below) for the performance measure is not equal. 

Which performance measure attribute is responsible for this variation? 

A. Distribute By 

B. Unit of Measure 

C. Performance Interval 

D. Process Transactions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A participant is transferred to another business unit. 

Identify the configuration changes required to calculate and pay compensation to the participant in the new business
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unit. 

A. Assign the participant to a new role and resource group. 

B. Create a new HR employee record for this participant as transfer across business unit is not supported by the
application. 

C. Assign the participant to the global business unit and global role, 

D. Enter an End Date for the participant record in the current business unit, import participant into the new business unit,
and assign appropriate Comp Plan and Paygroup. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to credit one of its sales managers to receive direct credit for each sale in a particular state How can
you accomplish this? 

A. Create a team credit rule for this state and assign the participant as a credit receive 

B. Create a direct credit rule, assign this participant as a credit receiver, and set \\'State\\' as a Qualifier. 

C. Create a rollup hierarchy rule and assign the participant as a credit receiver. 

D. Create a direct credit rule, assign all participants reporting to this participant as credit receivers, and set \\'State\\' as
qualifier 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is true about classification rules and credit categories? 

A. You can define the split credit percentage at classification rule UI. 

B. You can associate only one credit category to a classification rule. 

C. You can associate classification rule to credit category via performance measure. 

D. You can associate multiple credit categories to a classification rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An expression is to be set up so that if the transaction amount is greater than 1000, the expression should return the
string `MORE\\'; if the transaction amount is less than 1000, it should return the string \\'LESS\\'; and if the transaction
amount is equal to 1000, It should return the string \\'EQUAL\\'. 
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Which three options can be used to set this expression up to accurately give the desired output? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are true about disputes? 

A. Disputes are assigned to the analyst who is associated with the participant creating the dispute. 

B. Disputes are assigned to the analyst who is associated with the participant creating the dispute, and assigned to the
compensation manager who the analyst reports to in the payment analyst hierarchy. 

C. Participants can view the disputes they have created in their worklist 
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D. Compensation Managers can reassign disputes to different analysts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a plan component, PCI, whoso output is dependent on plan component, PC2. Which two statements are true
about achieving the stated objective? 

A. PCI must have Calculation sequence less than that of PC2. 

B. PCI must have Calculation sequence greater than that of PC2. 

C. PCI must have Calculation Phase as \\'Phase 1\\' and PC2 must have calculation phase as \\'Phase2\\'. 

D. PCI must have Calculation Phase as ,Phase2\\' and PC2 must have calculation phase as \\'Phase 1\\'. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

The \\'Run Crediting and Rollup\\' process request completes successfully but no credits are created. Which three
configurations must be verified? 

A. Participants assigned to a direct credit rule do not have the Manager role. 

B. The same participants are not assigned to multiple credit rules in the hierarchy. 

C. The transaction event date falls between the credit rule start and end dates. 

D. The \\'Deploy Credit Rule\\' process was run after the credit rules were created. 

E. \\'Enable Direct Crediting* is set to \\'Yes\\' on the \\'Manage Parameters\\' page. 

F. The \\'Deploy Compensation Plans\\' process was run after the credit rules were created. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

 

QUESTION 11

In a rollup hierarchy, three salespeople report to a manager and the manager reports to a director. The manager is also
entitled to receive direct credit from one of the direct credit rules. 

How should the rollup (Indirect) credit be allocated to the manager and the director in this scenario? 

A. The manager receives only direct credit (no rollup credit) and the director receives rollup credit only for the
manager\\'s direct credit. 

B. The manager receives only direct credit (no rollup credit) and the director receives rollup credit for all salespeople
under the manager, as well as for the manager\\'s direct credits. 
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C. The manager receives rollup credit for all direct reports and the director receives rollup credit for all salespeople
under the manager, as well as for the manager\\'s direct credits. 

D. The manager receives rollup credit for direct reports and the director receives rollup credit only for the manager\\'s
direct credits. 

E. There will be no rollup credits for the manager and the director because a manager cannot be configured to receive
both rollup and direct credits. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You are planning to move your configurations from the staging environment to the production environment. 

Which task must you not include? 

A. Export and Import reports by using the archive/unarchive function. 

B. Move Calendar, Business Units, List of Values, and Profile Options by using FSM. 

C. Clone custom objects in Application Composer 

D. Export Compensation Plans to XML 

Correct Answer: C 
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